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ABSTRACT

Increases in the greenhouse gasses corresponding to a doubling

of the CO2 content of the atmosphere is expected to occur around

2030. The most likely scenario indicates a temperature inrease

of 1.5 to 3.5 °C in' Norway, mainly due to changes in winter

temperature and particular in inland areas. The precipitation is

expected to increase by 7 to 8 percent. The winter runoff will

increase manifold, while the summer runoff will decrease. The

spring flood will be considerably reduced in rivers in western

and central Norway. Water temperature will increase, except in

winter in rivers which will continue to have an ice cover.

Possible effects of the climatic changes on the ecology of

Norwegian Atlantic salmon are predicted, the salmon population
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in two Norwegian rivers are used as case studies. Hatching of
eggs wiil he accelerated, and initiai feeding time for alevins
wi~l occur earlier in spring. Due to changes in water temperature
and water flow. regimes, the initial feeding time may be a
critical period in many salmen rivers.

GroWth and" survival of parr are expected to increase, and smolt

age will decrease. Bence, smolt produc:tion will probably increase
considerably ~ A higher proportion of mature male parr is expected
to occur in many rivers~

Altered temperature and flow regimes in rivers may change the
timing of 'smolt runs. The smolt run may be less concentrated in

, \' '.

time, schoels may be of smaller size, and predation from marine
fiah species will prohably increase~ Hence, survivalfrom smolt
to adult is expec:ted to he lower than today.

In the ocean the change in ciimate may affect distributi~n, total
. "

salmon production, as weIl as sea age at maturity of the salmon.

The upward migration of adult salmon is expected to be easier
in early summer, while in late sUmmer" drougths may more
frequently prevent salmon ascent. Reduced spring peak flow may
probabiy select for ci smaller salmen size in Norwegian rivers. "

INTRODUCTION

Evidence from many sources show that the corisentration of

atmospheric CO2 i5 steadiiy rising (Bohlin 1986, Keellng 1986),
and the mean global temperature has increased about 0.5°C the
iast decennium (Hougllton and Woodwell 1989). Scenarios for future

climate change in Norway are reported by a Norwegian expert team
(Eliassen et ale 1989, Eliassen cind Grammeltvedt 1990). The"

scenariosassume an increase in the greenhouse gasses

corresponding to cl d6ubling of tlle CO2 content of the atmosphere,
which is expected to occur around 2030~ Based on these scenarios
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physical consequences of climatlc'· change on Norwegian water
courses and water resourses are also predicted (Salthun et ale
1990). changes in water flow and water temperature; in turn, will
affect.life in rivers and lakes. These consequenses are difflcult

'to preeiict; partly .because of lack of 'information about th~

environmental requirements of ariimals~ However, one speciesby
which considerable inform~tion about environmental ~equirements

excist, is 'the Atlantic salmon (Salmo salar L~) •. Because cf its
complex life cycle ,in both freshwater and marine environments;
effects of climatic change may be difficult. to predict.,
Nevertheless, the conslderable informatiori which excist about its
environmen~ai requirements insplre to make a preliminary assess
of possible effects of climatic changes on the ecology of this
species~

In this paper ci theoretical base for· predicting effects cf
changect climate,ori the different life stages of Atlantic salmon
is giv~n. The consequencesof a doubllng of the CO2 content in
the atmosphere'for two Norwegian Atlantic salmon popul~tions are
preeÜcted; the river Stryrieelva population in western Norway, and
the river Altaelva population in northern Norway~

, .. "

PREOICTEO CHANGES IN WATER DISCHARGE ANO WATER TEMPERATURE IN
NORWEGIAN RIVERS

The base for predict~oris of change in water discharge and water'
temperature (Smlthun et ai. 1990), as weIl as the consequences
of these changes on Atlantic salmon, are the climatic scenarios
for Norway given by Eliassen ancl Gr~mmeltvedt (1990). These
scenarios are given for air temperature and precipitatio~. The
most likely scenario indicates a temperature increase of 1~5 to
3.5°C; mostly in the winter and ln the inland. The precipitatlon
is expected to increase by 7 to 8 percent (Table 1)~

The runoff has by Salthun et al~ (1990) been s~mulated for seven

NOrWecjian watercourses ovar a 30 year periöd; both for the
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present climate and for two scenarios. The simulation describes
the changes for basins in three elevation bands, a mountainousj
an iritermediate level and a lowland basin. The model applied for
these simulations also predicts changes in the snow cover, soil
moisture and ground wate:r regime. These simulations are the basis
for the subsequent evaluation of possible consequences.

The most· likely ·scenario indicates a moderate increase in the
annual runoff in 'mountainous districts and districts withhigh
annual precipitation. The annual runoff will decrease in lowland
basins and iri forested basins in the inland hecause of increase
in th.e evapotranspirati.on. The seasonal pattern will change
sigriificantlYi in particular in basins withlrithe intermediate
elevation band~ The spring flood will be strongly reclused in many
basins. The winter runoff will iricrease manifold," while the
sUmmer runoff will decrease~ Floods will occur more frequently
in autUinn and winter. I used Atlantic salinon fram the river
StrYneelva (61°55'N, 6°33'E) in western Norway in the first
simulation. However, siriiulated annual runoff followed by a
climatic change is not available for this river, so I used data
from the nearby river Vosso (60038'N, 6°13'E) (Sc.elthun et äl.
1990) (Fig. ia), assuIning a similar change in water flciw in these"
rivers. As a second case study, I chose river Altaelva.{69 Ö58'N,
23°20;E) in riorthern Norway (Fig. 1b) .

According to Salthun et ale (1990) the duration cif the snow cover
. . .
on the gro?nd will be reduced by one to three moriths~ The soil
moisture deficit will increase, indicating an increase in the
need for artificiäi irrigation on most areas except th.e western
coastal zone ~ Increased irrigation demarid arid recluced sUmmer
runoff can give water sh6rtage in·small water courses~

A detailecl predicticn cf water temperature is not given in Scaltun
et al~ (1990), hut they state that the water temperature most
likely will increase with the air temperature in summer. The rise

in the water temperature" from cioseto OOC to ßearly the air
temperature will accur orie. month earlier because of earli.er
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termination of the snowmelt. Therefore, on the basis of these

informations arid on meteorological data, I have proposed a new

temperature regime after the change in climate for the rivers

Stryneelva and Altaelva (Fig. 2).

EFFECTS.OF CLlMATIC CHANGE ON ECOLOGY OF ATLANTIC SALMON

Spawninq

Photoperiod has been shown to be the major environmental factor

in the control of the sequence of endocrine and other

physiolog~cal ~hanges. which ultimately lead to spawning in

salmonids (deVläming 1972, MacQuarrie et al. 1978, Whitehead et

al. 1978). However, water temperature during maturation may also

play a role in determining the time of spawriing in salmonids

(Henderson 1963, Morrison and Smith 1986). Wlthin· nearby

populations of Atlantic salmon iri Norway spawning time mäy differ

by two months (Heggberget 1988), indicating that if day1ength is

the predominant cue for timing of spawning, the salmon

populations spawning at different lengths of day are adapted to

different lengths of photoperiod.

Meari water temperature in ten Norwegian rivers during peak

spawning varied between 1.0 and 4. 7°C, showing that spawning

occurs at vario~s temperatures in various stocks of Atlantic

salmon (Heggberget 1988). Peterson et al. (1977) reported

spawning .of Atlantic· salmon in the· Miramichi River when

temperatures were about 6°C and falling, iridicating that

. populations of Atlantic salom in Norway spawn at colder

temperatures thanthose in Canada.

Timing of spawning thus seems to be influenced by the thermal.

regime, in such a.waY that spawning occur at a time which will

result in hatching of eggs, and initial feeding of alevins at a

specific and presumably optimal time for survival of fry

(Heggberget 1988, Jensen et al. 1991).
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Hence, spawning is mainly adapted to a specific photoperiod,
which mean~ that in spite of the climatic ch.ange predicted,
spawning time may probably remain unaltered. However, effects

of water temperature on spaWning time sh.ould be furnished.

Egg incubationperiod

, '

Hatching of salmonid alevins is a distinctive event and can be
determined objectively. Temperature variation during development
is a major source of variatiori in hatching' time (Alderdice arid

Velsen 1978, Crisp 1981,'Jungwirth and Winkler 1984, Humpesch
1985, Tang'at ale 1987, Elli6tt et ale 1987, Beacham and Mu~ray. .
1990). However, additive genetic variation (Mclntyre and Blanc
1973, Sato 1980, Beacham 1988), changes in temperature

(Heggberget and Wallace 1984), oxygen consentration (Silver et
ale 1963, Garside 1966), and light intensity (Kwain 1975) can

also influence hatching time.

Por Atlantic salmon eggs the deve10pment time at different
temperatures from fertilization to hatching is described
mathematically by Crisp ,( 1981). Results from hatchingexperiments
performed at temperatures between 2.4 arid 12°C were available to

Crisp (1981). Additional experiments at temperatures between 0.1
4t and 1.3°C have later been performed by Heggberget and Wallace

(1984) arid Wallace and Heggberget (1988), who concluded that
Crisp" s equation 1b satisfactorily described the time from
fertilization to hatch.ing also at temperatures close to zero:.

(1) log D = b log (T-a) + log a
= -2.6562 log (T + 11.0) + 5.1908

where d = incubation time (days); T = temperature (OC),'and a,
a and bare constants (Crisp 1981, equation 1b).

A climatic change will increase water'temperature during winter,
and hence, accelerate hatching.
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Initial feeding time

After hatching, alevins remain covered by gravel for several

weeks, during which time they survive on nutrien~s in their large
yolk sacs. Some time before the yolk is exhausted, alevins begin

exogenaus feeding, and emerge fram the gravel. The duration af
the stage from hatching to 50-percent initial feeding is mainly
temperature dependent, and this relationship is described
mathematically by Jensen et al.· (1989b) for temperatures in the

range 3.9 - 10.4°C:

(2) D = 472 T-1•
27

where D = number of days after hatchirig, T = temperature (OC),
and a and bare constants.

Emergence from the gravel is closely related to initial feeding.
Alternatively, the time taken from.hatching to emergence may be

estimated according to Crisp (1988).

The iricreased winter temperature followed by a climatic change
will shorten the period from hatching to 50-percent initial

feeding.

Since the duration of both incubation and alevin period depend
on the temperature regime, a linking of spawning time to a stream
temperature triggers spawning at a time which will result in
'.

initial feeding at a specific and presumably optimal time for
survival. Due to long time selection it is expected that in.each

population the majority of alevins start feeding and emerge from
the gravel when the environmental conditions are favourable for

highest possible survival. In Norwegian rivers initial feeding
is avoided during spring peak f1ow; and before water temperature.

reach 8°C (Jensen et' ale 1991). TwO different strategies are

indicated: (1) initi~l feeding may take place before the
culmination of the spring flow or (2) after the spring peak flow~
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The choise of strategy depends on the temperature and flow
regimes in each river. After a change in climate both temperature
and flow regimes will be altered. Hence, in some rivers alevins
may reach the inital feeding stage at a time when temperature or
flow is unacceptable; resulting in highmortality. Therefore, the
illitial feeding time seems to be a critical period in many salmon
rivers with changing climate in the future.

Growth of parr

when the yolk sac is absorbedi growth is mairily dependent on

nutrient conditions, water temperature, and fish weight
(DonaIdson. and Foster 1940, Baldwin 1957, Brett et ale 1969,

Elllott 1975a, b, Spigarelli et ale 1982). When food is preserit

in abundance, estimated optimum temperatures for groWth vary
. ." " ", t, ,

among species (Brett et ale 1969, Elliott 1975a; b, Hokanson et
al. -1977). In sockeye salmon (Oncorhynchus nerka) optimUm groWth

occurred at 15°C at excess rations, and progressively shifted ~o

a lower temperature at each lower. ration (Brett et al. i969); A
corresponding model for brown trout was developed by Ellibtt
(1975a, b); For brown trout, the optimum temperature for groWth
at excess rations was fourid to be 13°C, while groWth cornrnences

A similar model for growth of Atlantic salmon i5 lacking, but
the optimum temperature for groWth of parr seems to be about 16

17°C at excess food rations (Siginevich 1967, Dwyer and Piper
1987). At temperatures beIm';' a certain limit Atiantic salmon parr

move from'riffles to pools and reduce or stop feeding (Allen
1940, 1941, "Gibson 1978; Gardlner and Geddes 1980, Rirnrner et ale

1983, 1984). This lower temperature limit for groWth is not
fixed, but varies from river to river according to the
temperature regime (jerisen 1990). In rather cold Norwegian rivers
this limit seems to be about 7°C (Jerisen anct Johnsen 1986), the
same as observed in Britain by Allen (1940, 1941) and Gardiner

and Geddes (1980). Also a higher temperature limit for groWth ia
probably excisting, and the upper ultimate lethaI temperature for
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Atlantic salmon has been fourid to be 27.8°C (Garside 1973).

In expectation of such a groWth model for Atlantic salmon, I
have used a modified version of the brewri trout model (Elliott
1975a, b) to estimate growth of Atlantic salmon parr. I used the
same groWth rate, but I increased the optimum temperature for
growth to 16°C, and excluded growth estimates at temperatures
below 7°C. The maximum temperature for growth was increased in

, , .
parallel' with the optimum temperature, i.e. from 19.5°C to

. ,

22.5°C. I made the assumption that nutrient conditions for sa1mon
will remain the same after the temperature increase.

A climatic change probably results in increased groWth rates cif

Atlantic salInon parr, and hence, lower smoltage, in rlvers where

water temperatures will stay below 16-17°C and nutrient
conditions are favourable. In rivers where water temperatures
in part of the year will be higher than this limit, gioWth will

be retarded in these periods • in rivers with poor nutrient
conditions for salmen, the growth will be retarded also at

temperatures iower than 16-17°C. Generally, the length of the
groWth season will increase. As a consequence, the annual growth
of parr will be bettei::, and the smoltage lower thari today.
Annuai mortality of salmen parr has been estimated at 40-60
percent (Elson 1975, SYrnons 1979); and SInolt produet:ion is
inversely related to smolt age (Symons 1979). Therefore, salmori
smolt proc:iucition is expectec:i to increase in most Norwegian
rivers.

Since maturation of salmeri male parr has been associated with
fast growth rate (Thorpe et alt 1982, Dalley et alt 1983, Randall. . .
et alt 1986, Thorpe 1986), the proportion of mature male parr is
expectec:i to increase in the future.

Effects ofincreased winter flow arid winter temperature on parr

Increased water flow and water ternperature in winter is expected
to increase sUrVival of salmon parr. In Norwegian rivers
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discharge is usually lowest in winter, and the area covered by

water at that time is probably limiting for bottom fauna

production, as weIl as for hiding places for salmonids. Atiantic

salmon parr become photonegative, arid llide in shaded areas

beneath rocks of the stream bed during winter (Llndroth 1955,

Gibson i978, Rimmer et ale 1983, 1984, IÜmnier and Paiin 1990) ..

Therefore, the size of habitat available in winter is impertant

for sur-vival of salmonids (Rimmer et al ~ 1983). Building of weirs

increases water level in pools, and increases survival of

saimonids in winter (Saimders and Smith 1962, Näslurid 1987).

Chadwick (1982) reported high mortality of eggs of Atlantic

.saimo~ in periods with low water flow, following spaWning at high

water levels. The river Orkla in central Norway is utilized for

hydroelec'4ric purposes , and the flow regüne is considerably

altered. In winter a minimum flow of 10 mJ/s is now imposedi

wl1ile flows as low as i mJ/s occurred earlier. This is probably

the main reason why the production of Atlantic salmon smolts have

increased from 4 per ioo m2 before the hydropower regulation to

5~11 per 100 m~ t8day (Hvidst~n 1991). SimilarilYi Wolff et al;

(1990) measure~ a more than twofold increase in broWn trout

standlng stock after lncreasing minimum lew flows in Douglas

Creek, Wyoming.

Elevated winter temperature may increase the proportion of

downstream migrating previously mature male parr~ In ci. river

release experiment Berglund et ale (1991) showed that rearing

previously mature males at 4~7°C above the ambient water

temperatur7 from December to April increased the nWnber of

downstream migrating fish to a level similar to that of immature

smolts.

Smoltmigration

Photoperiod during spring has been identified as the major

environmental variable controlling the transformation from

stream-dwelling parr to seaward-mlgratirig smolts (Wedemeyer et

ale 1980). After the transformation from parr to smolt, some
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erivironmental stimulus triggers the migration, the riature of the
stimulus often appearing te differ in differeritrivers. Water
temperature, water fiow, cloudlness, and iunar cycle have been
suggestedto regulate timing of the seaward migration of smolts
(FOerster 1937, White 1939, öste~dahl 1969, Bagiiniere 1976,
Solomori 1978, Grau 1982, Jonsson arid Ruud~Hansen 1985; Hesthagen
and Garnäs 1986); some authors have stressed the importance of
a threshold water temperature prior to the start of the smolt
run, either 50C (Fried et al. 1978) er 10°C (Eison 1962, jessop
1975). In the river Imsa in southern NOrWay the smolt decent was
not triggered by ä specific water temperature or a specific
nUmber of degree~days, hut was controlled hy a combinatiori of
actual temperature and temperature lricreasesin the water durlrig
spring· (Jc;msson arid Ruucl-Hansen 1985). In the river Orkla in
central Norway the smoit run was correlated with changes in water
flow. The temperature was orilY. 2;;.3°C when the smolt run was
initiated, suggesting that thls factor ls of less importarice in

controlling the'onset of the s~olt run in ~hat r1ver (Hesthagen.
and Garnäs 1986). Correlations between the smolt run arid water
ievel has been ohserVed also in several other rivers (Allen 1944,
Hoar 1953, Österdahl '1969, Bagliniere 1976, Nott 1973).

Irrespective of 'which of these factors regulate smolt run,
changed temperature and flow regimes in rivers may change the
timing of smolt ruris, with severe effects on salmon stocks~ This
is because sUrVival of sa1mon in the sea depends partlyon the
time when the smolts enter the sea~ Delayed downstream migration
of smolts have resulted in decreased sUrVival to adults (Cross
and Piggins 1982, Hänseri 1987), arid successive smolt plantings
showed that a ahort period during spring was the optimal time for
smolts to leave freshwater (Larsson. i977, . Hansen arid Jonsson
1989) .

Descending smolts are subject to heavy mortality from fish and
birds in the river and estuary (Piggins. 1959, Thurow 1966,

. .-, .~ .'- ' ; ,.." _.. .. ,.. ",'-.. .... .' ."

Larsson 1985, Reitan et al. 1987, Hvidsten and M0kkelgjerd 1987,
Hvidsteri anci Lurid' 1988). In estuaries· and fjords in central
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Norway the major mortality is caused by marine fish species,
, '

especially cod, Gadus morhua,. and saithe, Gadus oollachius
(Hvidsten and MlZlkkelgjerd 1987, Hvidsteri anct Lund 1988). To avoid

, . .

predation, the smolts leave the river in schools, and at night
(Hayes 1953, Thcirpe and Morgan 1978, Thorpe et ale 1981,
Hesthagen and Garnäs 1986). Hvidsten and Hansen (1988) observed
that water discharge at release is of great importance for

survival of hatchery-reared smolts released within the normal
period. of smoltification, and that high water discharge at
release improves survival to adults. They believed. that the main
reason'for this is reduced mortality due to predation just after

release~ In the estuary of the river Orkla in cientrai Norway
Hvidsten (pers. med~) observed highest mortality from cod and

saithe of smolts leaving the river outside the peak migration
time, indl~ating that schooling is important to avoid predation.

A climatic change will reduce the spring peak flow in many
Norwegian.rlvers. In rivers where water flow is the triggering
mechanism 1:0 iriltiate smolt migration; the smolt run will
probably be less concentrated in time, schools will be of smaller
size; and predation from cod arid. saithe as weIl as from birds
will increase. Hence, survival from smolt to adult is expected

to be lower.

Ocean life

A climatic change according to the levels given in Table 1 is
expected to give a general warming ,of the sea outside Norway of
about 2°C,' (0iestad 1990) ~ QJiesta.d (1990) expects that this
warming of the sea will give increases in populations cif species
like cod, herririg arid capelin north of 62°N to a level similar
to historic maximum values. The predictionsfor invertebrates as
weIl as fish faun~ indicates that food supply for salmon on the
feeding areas wili increase or at least be the same as today

(0iestad 1990)~

Once the Atlantic salmon smolts have entered the sea little is
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knowrl about their movemerits. Knowledge about th.e biology of
postsmolts is scarce (conf. Reddin arid Short 1991), and we have
no information about Norwegian populations from they leave the
coastal areas to they are found on the feeding areas. The feeding
areas for th.e NOrWegian salmon are in the North Norwegian sea,
and the fish are found both off the Faroes and off the NOrWegian
coast (Mills 1989).

Although temperatures of 16-17°C seem to be optimal for feeding
and growth of juvenile Atlantic salmon (siginevich 1967, Dwyer
ancl Piper 1987), such temperatures are seldorn available to them
during th.eir life at sea ~ Judging from catches in various
fisheries arid from research vessels, the acceptable temperatures
d~ring the.marine phase are between 4 arid 12°C (Saunders 1986)~

Temperatures at the feeding areas of Norwegian strains of
Atlantic salmon are sparce. However, salmon riear West Greeriland
anct in the Davis Strait are seldom found in water colder than 2°C
"(May 1973). The best catches have been made on and east of the
Grand Bank in May at temperatures of 5-8°e (Reddin 1985),'and in
the West Greeriland area cturing late summer/autuinn when water
temperatures are from 3 to aoe (May 1973)~ Alm (1958) reported
thät Baltic salmon move to deeper, cooler water when surface
temperature exceeds 11-12°e, and return to surface layers when
they cool to 11-12 oe. According to Thurow (1966) sea temperatures
from 2 to aoe constitute an optimum range for Atlantic salmon in
the Baltic.

The Atlantic salmon may face the warmer sea eith.er by staying
in the same feeding areas as today, arid hence; accept a 2oe

, . ,

increase in sea temperature, or they may move northward to new
areas with temperatures' similar to those preferred today~

However i the feeding areas may be closely linked to' gyres or
rotating ocean currents (Stewart 1978). ehanges in the climate
may affect the 'strength of the ocean currents, and thereby the
location and distribution of the gyres. A hyPothesis that the
migration of salmon is directly or indirectly pre-programmed,
and th.us under influence of a circannual rhythm i5 also pröposed.
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If so, the travelled distance cculd be seen as a result of a
temporal migratory activity sequence, rather than being a result
cf a direct goal orientation (Eriksson et ale 1982; Eriksson

" ,

1989).

That climatic changes can affect the distribution and abundance
of many species of marine fish have been show by Cushing (1983) ~

Dunbar and Thomsori (1979) attribrited the presence and absence of
saimon at West Greenland to ciimatic change. Periods cf ,abrindance
appear to correspond with cooling sea surface temperatures; riot
warrning pericds.They suggest that northward expansion of the
Labrador Sea gyre into Davis strait, together with the
intensification ef the West Greenlancl Current have shifted the
distribution of salmon into this area. The northeastern limit of
salmon distributiori was until recerit~y the Pechora River arid
varandei ISland in the USSR (MaCCrirnmon and Gots 1979)~ However;
appearentiy because cf a gradual warrning trend in the climate

. from 1919 to 1938; enhariced by a strorig inflow of warm Atlantic
water, salmen penetrated eastward into the Kara Sea and spawed
in the Kara River from 1932 onwards (Jensen 1939, Berg 1948j~

Ternperature conditions in the ocean may have some influence on
total salmon production~ Scarnecchia (1984) obtained significant
co;relätions between low Aprii-July sea temperatures and cleclines
in primary production, standiiig crop of zooplankton; reduced
abuiidance'and altered distribution of pelagic forage fishes and·
salmon catches iri the northeast Atlantic ~ Reddin (1988) suggested
similar reiatioris in the northwest Atlant!c.

Temperature mayaIso be linked to sea age at maturity~
'..' . .

Scarnecchia (1983) pointed out that salmon from southerri and
westerri 'Islaridic river~ eriter relatively warm ocean water and
return mainly as grilse. Those from northerri and northeastern
rivers enter colder ocean water and produce fewer grilse~ He
showed thai: ocean temperature in June explains much of the
variability in the ratio of grilse to multi..:.sea,;,winter (:MSW)
salmon in Ieeland. Similarily, Saunders et ale (1983) showed
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that cold wiriters inhibited maturation of cage-reared salmon and
significantly reduced the grilse to MSW salmon ratio. However,
results obtained by Martin and Mitchell (1985) contrast
completely with those of Scarnecchia (1983) and Saunders et ale
(1983). Martin and Mitchell (1985) examined possible influerice
of sea temperature upon the age of return salmon using the catch

and weight data of grilse and MSW salmon of the vicinity of the
River Dee, and found that increase in temperature in the
subarctic is associated with larger numhers of fish returning as
MSW salmon and fewer as grilse ~ Martin arid Mitchell (1985)
speculated that the distlnction between·the salmon observed by
scarnecchia (1983) and Sauriders et ale (1983) arid those returning
to the River Dee is that the former, either by capture or
circurnstari~es, are forced to endure cold sea temperatures while
the latter are fiee to avoid such conditions.

From this overview I conclude that a warmer ocean will affect

the distribution area of the salmon, the total salmon production,.. . .

as weIl as the grilse to MSW salmon ratio. However, the present
knowledge is too scarce to predict details.

River ascent of adult salmon

River flow is the factor most frequently cited as controlling
the rate of upstream migration of salmon in rivers. But its
effects are often modified by others, like water temperature,
cloud cover, atrnospheric pressure, turbidity, water quallty, and
general weather, wind and tide ·(Banks 1969). Increases in flow

, ,
stimulate salmon to ascend a river, in cases with and without

physical obstacles (Huntsman 1939; 1948, Hayes 1953, Harriman
1961, Jensen et ale 1986). However, salmon may be able to ascend
an obstacleat certain water flows only (Stuart i962, Jensen et
ale 1989a).

Water temperature is an important factor for sallnon ascent,

especially in early summer. Even smali obstacles are difficult
to ascend when water temperature is below about 5-8°C (Menzies
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1939, Pyefinch 1955, Jackson and Howie 1967, Jensen et ale
1989a). saimon are not able to ascend the first obstacle in river
Vefsna in Norway before the water temperature has iricreased to
BOC; and the rlver discharge is reduced to 300 m3{s. Asc~nt is
delayed in the upper reaches of vefsna in wet years compared with

, , -' ' , ..
dry years, indicating that water discharge in periods may be too
high for ascending same cif tne falls. Howeveri also at tao low
discharge the ascent stopped (Jenseri et al~ i986, 1989a).

In the river Vefsna increases in water temperature increased the
ascent of salmon (Jensen et ale 1986). On the contrary, Hayes
(1953), MacKirinori arid B~ett (1953) arid Jackson and Howie (1967)
concluded that when water temperature increased to above the
critical temperature necessarY for ascending obstacles, it
appeared ~o have little effect on the initiation of runs.

Too high water temperatures may decrease the intensity of upward

migration. Elson (1969) ~onciud~d tnat the intensity nf Atlantic
salmon ascent in the North-West Miramichi Rlver increased with
iricreasirig water temperature up to 220C, and then decreased. In

, ,

the River Dee Alabaster (1991) estimated the rate of migration
to be reduced to about 0.5 of the average at a mean weekiy
maximum water temperature of 19.5°C, and rectuced to about 0.25
of thä average at 25.5°C~

The percentage of grilse is fourid to be inversely relatect to
discharge of river anct length of river (Schaffer and Eison 1975;
Power 1981, Scarnecchia 1983). High water discharge during the
upstream spaWning migration seems more esseritiai for large than
small saim~n~ In the River Imsa in Norway the larger, multi-sea~

winter salmon were more ctependent on hign water levels when
migrating than smailer one-sea-winter fish (Jonsson et ale 1990).
Some of the largestsaimon strairis in Norway are i probably
because of long time selection, f6unct in rivers with high peak
spring flow as weIl as ci high mean flow (for example the rivers
A1tae1va, Eira, Strynee1va, and Drarnmenselva). Hence, "'the reduced
peak spring flow foliowed by a cllmatic change probably selects
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for a reduced salmon size in Norwegian rivers.

A change in climate results in an earlier temperature rise in

spring, as weIl as a reduction in peak spring flow (Fig. 1, Fig.
2). For both reasons it will be easier for the salmon to ascend
obstacles in early summer, and it is expected that the upward
migration in some rivers will take place earlier than today. On
the contrary, in July and August water flow will be reduced, and
periods with too low flow for ascent in these months will occur
more frequently than today.

CASE STUDY NO. 1; THE RIVER STRYNEELVA ATLANTIC SALMON

Life hist~ry

The river Stryneelva has a catchment area of 546 km2
, and the

annual water flow is 33 m3/s. Atlantic salmon can migrate 27 km

upstream from the river mouth, including the 13 km lake
Strynevatnet. The annual catch is about 2 tons. Also sea-run

brown trout (Salmo trutta L.) arid stationary Arctic char
(Salvelinus alpinus L.) are present in the watercource.

The salmon in.river Stryneelva' spawn in November and December.
Peak spawning occurs between 15 November and 25 November
(Heggberget 1988). Peak hatching is estimated to take place the

last days of April, and peak initial feeding in early June (Fig.

3) (Jensen et al. 1991).

. .
The mean s~olt age is 3.3 ± 0.1 years (range 2-5), and mean smolt
length 124~7 ± 1.4 mm. The mean length of a orie year old parr is

45 mm. Annual growth rate for 1+ and 2+ parr averages 28 mm, and
since the growth season (defined as the number of days with a
water temperature at or above 7°C) is 149 days (range 119-178),

the mean daily increment is 0.19 mm (Jensen and Johnsen 1989).

Density of Atlantic salmon parr is estimated to 54-102 per 100
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m2 , while'nuIDbers of brown trout parr, the only other species

of interest, were 6-10 parr per 100 m2 (Jensen and Johnsen 1989).

The salmon in the river StrYneelva are tyPical for populations
of large salmon. About 75 percent of all males and females
remained 3 winters at sea-before they returned to the river to

spawn. The average weight of salmon remaining one, two and three
winters in the sea was 1.9, 6.9, and 10.3 kg, respectively
(Jensen and Johnsen 1989).

possibleeffects of climatic change

The elevated winter temperature in StrYneelva (Fig. 2a) is
expected to accelerate hatching by about 32 days. Hence, peak
hatching is expected to take place about 19 March, compared to

,
20 April today. Initial feeding time will occur about 31 days
earlier than today (about 5 May vs. about 5 June today). Since

both temperature rise in spring and initial feeding are expected
to occur one month earlier than today, water temperature seems

to be about the same at this stage (about 8°C) also after the
climatic cha~ge (Fig. 2a). The water flow will be considerably
lower than today at initial feeding. Therefore, the initial
feeding stage will probably not be more critical than today in

this population.

An increase in the summer temperatures as predicted in Fig. 2a
will, according to the growth model, result in an increase in
the annual growth rate of 0+ salmon from 45 mm to 65 mm, and of
1+ parr from 28 mm to 46 mm, corresponding to a new smolt age of
about 2. 0 years. Since the normal annual mortality of salmon parr
is about 40-60 percent (Elson 1975, Symons 1979), this lower
smolt age is expected to give a doubling of the smolt production
in StrYneelva.

As we da not know neither the time for smolt migration nor the

environmental factors which regulate smolt run in Stryneelva,
effects of climatic change on smolt migration are inpredictable.
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After the climatic change prespawning migrants will meet a river
with a different flow regime thari today (conf. Fig. 1a). The
spring flood will probably be considerably reduced, and when the

migrants arrive (usually in June/July today), the river discharge

will be only about 50 percent of today. Hence, large salmon,
which are in majority today, will hesitate in ascending the
river. The reduced discharge in this period probably selects for
a smaller salmon size in Stryneelva.

CASE STUDY NO. 2; THE RIVER ALTAELVA ATLANTIC SALMON

Life history

The river'Altaelva has a catchment area of 7 400 km3, and the

annual water flow is about 77 m3/s. Atlantic salmon can migrate

46 km upstream from its outlet to the sea. Salmon is the dominant. .
fish species in Altaelva, and mean annual catch the last ten
years was about 19 000 kg. Female spawners are dominated by 3 sea
winter fish, while male spawners are dominated by two groups, 1
sea winter fish and 3 sea winter fish. Mean weight of the salmon
after one, two, and three winters at sea are 2.1, 6.7 and 10.7
kg, respectively (Saksgärd and Heggberget 1987, Heggberget 1989) .

The Altaelva salmon spawn between 10 November and 15 December,

with peak spawning the last days of November (Heggberget 19BB)~

Peak hatching is estimated to take place the first days of June,

and peak initial feeding about 10 July (Fig. 4).

,
Both density and growth of parr is highest in the upper third
of the river, and in that area mean'smolt age and size are 3.B5

+ 0.07 years, and 153 ± 3 mm, respectively (Heggberget 19B9).
Mean length of a one year old parr is 43 mm, and annual growth
rate of 1+ and 2+ par~ averages 31 mm (Heggberget et ale 19B6).

The growth season (days > joC) is 9B days (range 82-112), and
hence, daily groWth increment is 0.32 mm.
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Possible effects of climatic change

Iri spite of the Eüevated winter temperatures the river will
probably remairi covered by ice for several months; However, this
period will be shorter thari today~ Hatching of salmori eggs 1s
e~pected to be a~celeratedwith 23 days (peak hatching at' 18 May
vs~ 10 June todayj, änd initial feeding will probably also occur
23 days earlier than today (17 June vs. 10 July). Both rise in

water temperature and river flow in spring will occur about three
weeks earlier thari today, and therefore initial feeding is
expected to take place at about the same water temper~ture (12

13°C, Fig. 4) and river discharge as today (about 50' percent of
peak spring flow,' Fig. 1b). Hencei survival of alevins at initial

. .
feedirig is.expected to be similar to today.

According to the groWth model, the increased summer temperature

(Fig. 2b) results in increased annual groWth of 0+ salmon to 54
mm, and the anIlUal growih of 1+ and 2+ parr is estimated to
increase to about 43 mm; Thls corresponds to a new smoit age of
slightly lass than 3 years; compared to 3.85 yeärs today. The
lower smoltage is expected to give a doubling of the sreiolt

production (Symons 1979) in the river Altaelva.

Today the main smolt run takes place in the river Altaelva in
late June/early July. The smolts decerid at decreasing water flow
and at a water temperature of about 10°C. The water temperature
is probably the triggering mechanism to initiate migration (T~G.

Heggberget pers. com.)~ If this is the case, the smolt run will

be accelerated with about three weeks after the climatic change.
Irrespective of such an acceleration, the water discharge will
be lower at the smolt run than today (Fig. 1b)~ As a consequence,
predation from fish in the estuary will probably increase.

The upstream migration of adult salmon takes place mainly in

June and July. After a change iri climate, the spring peak flood
will occur earlier, and the water discharge in June/July will be
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lower than today (Fig. 1b). Because of the low river flow it will

probably be'more difficu1t for large salmon to ascend the river

in June/Ju1y in the future. Therefore, a se1ection against a

smaller size, or a selection against an earlier ascent

(May/June), or a combination of these alternatives, is expected.

CONCLUSION

A change in the climate corresponding to a doubling of the CO2

content of the atmosphere will alter the water discharge and

water temperature regimes in Norwegian rivers. The flow will

increase in winter, and the spring flood will be considerablye reduced in most rivers. Water temperature will increase both
..

summer and winter.

Hatching of Atlantic salmon eggs as weIl as initial feeding of

alevins will beaccelerated, and occur earlier in spring.

Dependent on temperature and flow, the initial feeding time may

be a critical period in many salmon rivers.

•

Increasing lengthof the growth season, combined with elevated

sUmmer temperatures, is expected to increase annual growth of

parr in most rivers. Increased water discharge and water

temperatures in winter is expected to increase parr survival.

Hence smolt age will decrease, and smolt production probably

increase considerably. A larger proportion of mature male parr

is expected to occur in many rivers.

Due to changed temperature and flow regimes, the timing of the

smolt run may be changed, and may be a critical period in some

rivers~ Tne smolt run may be less concentrated in time, schools

may be of smaller size, and predation from marine fishes will

probably increase. Hence, survival from smolt to adult is

expected to be lower than today.

After the change in climate the salmon may choose feeding areas
in the ocean other than today. Temperature conditions in the
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ocean may.influence total salmon production, and mayaIso be

linked to sea age at maturity. However, the present knowledge is

too scarce to·predict details.

The ascent of adult salmon in rivers is expected to be easier

in ear~y summer, while in late summer droughts may more.

frequently prevent upward migration. Reduced spring peak flood

may probably select for a smaller salmon size in Norwegian rivers

than today.
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Table 1. Expected change in air temperature and precipitation

in Norway ,due to a doubling of the COz-content (Eliassen and

Grammeltvedt 1990).

Air temperature (OC):

winter

summer

Precipitation (%):

spring

summer

autumn

winter

Coast

+3.0

+1.5

+15

+10

+ 5

+ 5

Inland

+3.5

+2.0

+10

+10

+ 5

+ 5
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Figure 1 •.Annual water discharge in a) river Vosso (61°N), and

b) river Altaelva (70 0 N); present regime (solid line) and

predicted regime after doubling of the CO2 content of the

atmosphere (stipled line) (redrawn from Seelthun et al.

1990).



Figure 2. Water temperature in a) river Stryneelva, and b) river
Altaelvai present regime (solid line), and expected regime

after doubling of the CO2 content of the atmosphere (dotted

line) •
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Figure 3. Present water discharge (solid line) and water

temperature (stippled line) regimes in the river Stryneelva.

Spawning time (S), hatching time (H) as well as time for

initial feeding of alevins (F) are also given.
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Figure 4. Present water discharge (solid line) and water

temperature (stippled line) regimes in the river Altaelva.

Spawning time (S), hatching time (H) as weIl as time for

initial feeding of alevins (F) are also given.


